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Semiorbis eliasiae: a new species named after founding member Joan Elias! 

By Bill Route 

A new species of diatom was recently found in Outer 

Island Lagoon in the Apostle Islands and has been named 

Semiorbis eliasiae in honor of Joan Elias. How cool is that! 

In the early 2000s, while working as the senior aquatic 

ecologist for the Great Lakes Inventory and Monitoring 

Network (a science program of the National Park Service), 

Joan initiated an innovative water quality monitoring 

program using diatoms as an indicator species. Diatoms 

are microscopic, single-celled algae at the base of the 

food web in aquatic systems around the world. Changes 

in their abundance and species composition can reflect 

water quality. I worked with Joan at the time and I recall 

how another scientist from our national office scoffed at 

the idea of monitoring water quality with diatoms. But 

Joan stood her ground and successfully argued her 

reasons. She then partnered with Dr. Mark Edlund from 

the St. Croix Watershed Research Station to document 

past and future changes in diatom communities in 

freshwater systems of nine national parks in the upper 

Midwest, including the Apostle Islands National 

Lakeshore. Her efforts have resulted in several technical 

reports and science articles showing ~continued page 6 
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The Karen Danielsen Outstanding Stewardship Award is 

given each year to an outstanding volunteer for the 

Superior Rivers Watershed Association. The award was 

created in honor of Karen Danielsen, a founding board 

member and dedicated water quality sampler. She was a 

strong voice for the organization. 

This has been a long, hard year. COVID has made our 

normal annual membership celebration and award-giving 

impossible, but we continue to adapt. In December, we 

announced this year’s recipient online via email and social 

media. And the award went to... 

Save the Date!  
Wisconsin Water Week March 8th– 12th  

wisconsinlakes.org/wisconsin-water-week/ 



 

 

Mission  

The mission of the 

Superior Rivers 

Watershed Association is 

to promote and protect 

clean water resources in 

Wisconsin's Lake Superior 

basin.  

 

Vision  

We envision a future 

where citizens are 

stewards of their 

watershed. 

 

Values  

Our work is guided by our 

belief in and commitment 

to: 

• Expanding Scientific 
Understanding 

• Engaging Citizens 

• Informed Decision-
making 

• Collaborative Efforts 
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Musings from the Executive Director 

At our December board meeting, the Board elected new officers for the next year as well as 

approved some incoming members. We also bid farewell to some long-time familiar faces. 

Laurence Wiland leaves the board with an impressive collective 10 years 

serving as a board member of BRWA and SRWA. Part of the founding 

board in 2002, Laurence has served as Secretary and President over his 

many years with Superior Rivers, recently 

completing an epic 8-year run on the board. 

This organization would not be what it is 

today without Laurence. Thank you for years 

of tireless work and dedication! 

Cathy Techtman leaves the board after four 

years and serving as Secretary for the past two. Cathy has been a 

generous and great asset to Superior Rivers, and she moves on to 

focus on her role as President of the Friends of the Gile Flowage in 

Iron County. Thank you, Cathy! 

Superior Rivers has so much to be thankful for and 

look forward to in this coming year. I want to give a 

huge thanks to our outgoing board members who 

have dedicated countless hours to Superior Rivers, 

and I look forward to working with our newest board 

members in 2021. I also want to give a huge thanks to 

the amazing volunteers and donors who have kept our 

Water Quality Monitoring Program running since 

2002. 

2021 is going to see some great additions to our 

Water Quality Monitoring. We’re currently hard at 

work with funding from the Natural Resources 

Foundation of Wisconsin to produce report cards, but 

this grant won’t be the end of it. We have 18 years of 

water quality data, and collecting it was just step one. 

Now it’s time to understand it, interpret it, and provide it to our hard-working volunteers, 

donors, and constituents so that we all may become informed citizens and stewards.  

As always, please email me at alex@superiorrivers.org. I want to hear from you! 

Thank you to our Board of Directors! To our Outgoing…. 
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We are honored to announce that this year we 

posthumously award the Karen Danielsen 

Outstanding Stewardship Award to Michele 

Wheeler. 

Michele was hired in 2007 as our first Executive 

Director. She shaped our organization from a band 

of volunteers at the grassroots level into a thriving 

office of paid staff and a leader in water quality 

monitoring and watershed restoration. 

After leaving her position as executive director in 

2012, Michele continued to volunteer and 

contribute her knowledge, skills, and passion to the 

organization as a valued member of the Program 

Committee up through the beginning of 2020. Her 

guidance continues to inform our organization’s methodology. A fisheries biologist, Bad River 

Watershed Association executive director, and DNR’s Lake Superior Coordinator for the Lake-wide 

Action and Management Plan, Michele was an inspiration in the scientific and northern Wisconsin 

community. 

Michele had a rare mix of talents and qualities. She had an incredible scientific mind which was 

creative and boundless. She constantly found new ways to engage the community, partners, and 

stakeholders in ways that maximized everyone’s talents, and she never failed to encourage people of 

all demographics to become excited to learn and help. She was friendly, relatable, and an amazing 

communicator with a gift for uniting people and building partnerships. Michele made everyone feel 

welcome, heard, and important. Her passion inspired everyone around her. 

We are awarding Michele the Karen Danielsen Outstanding Stewardship Award posthumously in 

recognition of her lifelong career of stewardship for the watershed, science, community, and the 

world around her. 

Karen Danielsen Outstanding Stewardship Award goes to Michele Wheeler 

April Stone served as part of the founding board for five years and has 

remained a tireless volunteer for our water quality monitoring 

program and an active participant in the organization. She is well 

known as an artisan, teacher, and artist who weaves baskets to 

preserve threatened ash trees. 

 

Erin Burkett (PhD, MS, BS) is an 

environmental social scientist with 

professional experience designing 

and leading collaborative projects. 

She currently serves as the Lake 

Superior Outreach Specialist 

coordinating the Lake Superior Collaborative.  

Read more at www.superiorrivers.org/2021-board-of-directors/ 

…. and Incoming! 



Interview with Thomas Wyse, by Alex Faber 

Thomas Wyse doesn’t consider himself an artist, but 

renderings of rivers he creates are beautiful to the eye 

and inspire one to view watersheds a little differently. I 

had a chance to conduct an interview with Thomas via 

email to discuss his topographic maps and am thrilled to 

share his work and technique. 

Alex Faber: Tell us a little about yourself and your 

artistic background. 

Thomas Wyse: My wife, Andrea Haugo, and I live in 

Viroqua, Wisconsin. I enjoy hand tool woodworking, 

upland hunting, small boats and mountain biking. I am a 

private, consulting forester, and I work for myself. I don't 

have a formal artistic background. Some art really grabs 

my attention. When it's reasonable for me to try to 

recreate it, I do. I've had major, treatment resistant, 

recurring depression and strong anxiety for much of my 

adult life. Creative projects help me manage my mental 

health. My interest is often more in trying to figure out 

the process of creating or in exploring new ideas that 

crop up than in creating a finished product.   

AF: You are making artistic renderings of shaded relief 

topographic maps and elevations along the rivers. What first 

drew you to the idea of merging art and scientific mapping? 

TW: I really like 

maps. I saw some of 

Scott Reinhard's 

maps on a website 

called This is 

Colossal. He merged 

historic topographic 

maps with 3D 

elevation 

renderings. It 

knocked me out. I 

use GIS for work, so I 

started trying to 

figure out how to do 

something similar. I 

saw some very 

artistic renderings of 

a Washington State 

river that a 

Washington DNR cartographer created using a technique 

developed for delineating channel migration zones while I was 

researching 3D elevation rendering. I tried doing something 

Viewing the Bad River in a Different Way: Topographic Art Mapping by Thomas Wyse 

similar in the past, but I was unsuccessful. The description of the 

Washington river image cited a paper that described the 

techniques used to create the image. I read the paper and 

figured out how to process the data. Once I processed the data, 

I experimented with different ways to depict it.  

AF: In a practical sense, what is your artistic process to create 

these renderings? 

TW: I use LIDAR elevation data that are publicly available, and 

QGIS is an open source GIS program. The technique is really 

clever. It removes the elevation change of the river, essentially 

making the river flat like a lake. The surrounding terrain is reset 

to the base level of the flat river. The authors of the technique 

call the output a relative elevation model, since elevations are 

relative to the river. Once I have the relative elevation model, I 

add color ramps and adjust which parts of the data are visible. If 

something looks good, I spend some more time trying to refine 

it. If not, I move on and try something else. I try to make 

something that is interesting to me. Something that would 

cause me to stop and look if I saw it.  

I use a simple, open source 3D rendering program called 

Aerialod to make the elevation renderings. It can be used to 

exaggerate elevation, add highlights, shadows and indirect light 

to a 3D scene that gives the image a much more realistic look 

than a typical hillshade or 3D GIS view. I combine the 
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Red Dye by Thomas Wyse 

Example of a topographic map used for 

rendering, provided by Thomas Wyse. 



topographic map with the 3D rendering in GIS. Many 

people use a program called Blender for 3D rendering, but 

without a background with that kind of software, I wasn't 

able to create a satisfactory image, even when I followed a 

tutorial.    

AF: You use such vibrant colors. What inspires those 

choices? 

TW: They're color ramps that are available in QGIS. Lots of 

wild choices to experiment with!  

AF: Some of your recent maps include elevations along 

the Bad River. What is your connection to the Bad River, 

and what has that process been like? Does this artistic 

process connect you to the Bad or make you see the Bad 

differently? 

TW: Andrea and I lived in Ashland for several years. I don't 

have a special connection to the Bad River. I looked at the 

Bad River because Tom Fitz from Northland enjoyed a GIS 

image of the La Crosse River that I posted to my Instagram 

account. I figured it would be fun to show him something 

from his neck of the woods, and since the Bad migrates a 

lot, it was a good candidate. I thought of Michele Wheeler 

when I was making the maps because we sampled water with 

BRWA when Michele was the director of BRWA. I sent Jon a 

note just to say hi and tell him I was thinking of him, thinking he 
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might like the maps, and he forwarded them to you. 

Looking at the maps causes me to want to see what 

some of the landforms look like on the ground. The 

South Shore has a lot of really interesting glacial and 

post glacial geologic features.  

AF: In an email correspondence, you mentioned 

“seeing the Bad River in a different way.” What does 

seeing our waters in this different way mean to you? 

TW: I get stuck thinking of a river from the perspective 

of a standard map or of the view from a canoe. I know 

that the landforms exist on the ground and that the 

river is moving vertically and laterally, and it still seems 

impossible to me that the river creates something that 

looks so wild with a little digital manipulation. I enjoy 

the sense of awe that the maps bring me from a purely 

emotional standpoint, and it also helps me to better 

understand how the river moves over time. The channel 

has been migrating for thousands of years, and we can 

see the evidence of it. It's really remarkable.   

AF: What do you hope those viewing your artwork get 

from viewing their waters in a different way? 

TW: I'm not an artist, and I'm not trying to make an 

artistic statement. I hope seeing the maps brings viewers a bit 

of joy or wonder or a new appreciation for something familiar. 

View Thomas’ maps at thomaswyseforestry.com/maps/ 

Blue Purple by Thomas Wyse 

Deep Space by Thomas Wyse 

https://thomaswyseforestry.com/maps/


Yes! I want to make a difference and become a member/renew my membership. 

❑ $35 individual membership ❑ $50 family membership  ❑ $250 business membership 

Would you like to make an additional gift? Please add ❑ $15 ❑ $50 ❑ $100 ❑ Other _______   

Total Donation: _______ (YOUR GIFT IS TAX DEDUCTIBLE). 

 We couldn’t survive without member generosity. Some give financially, some give 
 valuable time, and many give both! To celebrate BOTH kinds of contributions, we also 
 extend membership to any supporter who volunteers for four hours or more per year. 

❑ Please keep my donation anonymous.  
❑ I am unable to contribute financially today. Please add me to the list of volunteers. 
 

HOW TO JOIN: ONLINE: www.superiorrivers.org CALL US at (715) 682-2003   

USE THIS FORM AND MAIL TO: Superior Rivers, P.O. Box 875, Ashland, WI 54806 

Name _____________________________________________________________ 

Address __________________________________________ City/State/Zip _____________ 

Email ___________________ Phone ___________ ❑ Check payable to Superior Rivers. Charge: ❑ VISA ❑ MasterCard 

Card Number ____________________________ Exp. Date ______ CW ____ (3-digit code on back)  

❑ I am also interested in being a volunteer. 
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We now have the ability to 

accept donations of stock 
and mutual funds. For 

more information, please 
contact us at 

info@superiorrivers.org. 

how our aquatic systems have changed – often due to 

human use of the landscape. And if you get National 

Geographic magazine, a recent article on the Great Lakes 

describes how other scientists are also using diatoms to 

show how the Great Lakes are changing. So, of course, 

Joan was right!  

The center photo above is of a specimen Joan collected 

from bottom sediments in Outer Island Lagoon in 2011. 

The species was recently described by Edlund and 

colleagues and will soon be published in the journal 

Diatom Research. 

The naming was a complete surprise to Joan. Edlund, a 

specialist in diatoms, first noticed the new species when 

looking through Joan’s samples. Edlund has been 

collecting diatoms for over 25 years and has only found 

members of the genus Semiorbis twice, and Outer Island 

is one of those two places. In naming the new species, 

Edlund remarked on Joan’s professionalism and 

collaborative spirit, and stated, “If you turn the diatom just right [in the microscope], it smiles at you like Joan always did.” What a 

great tribute!  

The Superior Rivers Watershed Association is lucky to have had Joan volunteer her expertise over the years to help develop our 

water quality monitoring program. We take pride in conducting a citizen-science program that uses rigorous methods that Joan 

and others have laid out. The resulting data is available to the public and we provide the data free to the state of Wisconsin and 

other agencies to ensure our streams are kept as pristine as possible.   

Collections of Semiorbis eliasiae are permanently preserved at the Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia and the Science 

Museum of Minnesota. 

Our thanks to those who helped create this newsletter through submissions and editorial help.  

Would you like to contribute? Contact us at info@superiorrivers.org or 715-682-2003. 

Semiorbis eliasiae Continued 

Photo of Joan Elias aboard a research vessel on the Great Lakes while 

sampling for diatoms. Photo by Mark Edlund.  

http://www.badriverwatershed.org


Donors, new members, and renewed members since our last newsletter: Ellie Williams and Kevin Schram, Melissa Burman and Family, 

Christian Franken and Family, Sarah Goetz, Colleen Matula Family, John and Zoila Drost, Clair Morud and Sheila Mitchell, Leslie Paynter, 

Carol Eloranta, Tracey Ledder, Jim and Mimi Crandall, Mike Fiorio and Denise Ciebien, April Stone Family, Phyllis Lampson, Jeff and Emily 

Blodgett, Nancy Larson and John Spangberg, Christina Strom and John Dursi, Roger and Sue Aiken, Phillip Freeman and Wendy Stein, 

Mary Sue Waxler, Melis Arik, Laura Bethany Thomas, Tony Janisch, Robert Croll, Jane Thimke, Tana Turonie, Jeff and Susan Dean, Robert 

and Marcia Traczyk, Gregg Jennings, Fiorio Wealth Advisors, Sheree Peterson, Hermit Creek Farm, Landis and Steven Spickerman, Joy 

and Jim Perry, Justin Olson, Jeff and Vicki Musselman, Keith and Laura Carlson, Susan Hedman, Cathy Techtmann, David and Karen 

Saarinen, Stephen and Ann Schram, Andrea Pokrzywinski and Thomas Doolittle, Bruce Prentice, John Murphy, Sjana Schanning, Sarah 

Holmes, Eric Olson, Mark and Pegan Perrine, Bob and Reba Rice, Elizabeth Andre, Kathryn Grafsgaard and Dave Olson, Roy Settgas, Allie 

Raven and Jim Ashley, Bill Route and Karin Kozie, Laurence Wiland, Dane and Paula Bonk, Dale Jerome, Ned and Kathy, Zuelsdorff, Ann 

Demorest, The Treischmann Foundation, Tom Murtha and Stephanie Lenway, Joan Elias, Kevin and Sjana Schanning, Darienne 

McNamara, Matt and Sara Helgeson Hudson, Allissa Stutte, Dorothy Lagerroos and Tom McNurlin, Phillip Norrgard, Bobbi Rongstad and 

Tom Podlesney, and thank you to our anonymous donors, t-shirt fundraiser donors, and anonymous Facebook Fundraiser contributors! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Volunteers: Sharon Anthony, Melis Arik, Joel Austin, Lana Bean, Erin Burkett, Kevin Brewster, Jake Brown, Michelle Carlile, Darlene 

Charboneau, Rick Charboneau, Jim Crandall, Mimi Crandall, Avantika D’Cruz, Val Damstra, Scott Davis, Jo Davis, Jeran Delaine, Pam 

Dryer, Joan Elias, Alex Faber, Abi Fergus, Michael Fetter, Goal Gass, Larry Hopkins, Eric Houle, Matthew Hudson, Kathy Irwin, Tony 

Janisch, Deirdre Jordan, Stephanie Julian, Grace Kilbane, Joyce Kiel, Rolland Kiel, Kate Kitchell, Karin Kozie, Tricia Kuluvar, Melissa 

Kummerow, Nancy Larson, Garion Leamon, Maria Lefevre, Jim MacCartney, Colleen Matula, Gus McLelland, Jeff Musselman, Emilia 

Nelson, Sarah Nevins, Phil Norrgard, Amy Nosal, Tim Oksiuta, Mark Parker, Axel Peterman, Mark Peterson, Marba Pogue, Allison 

Rakowski, Bob Rice, Bobbi Rongstad, Bill Route, Clayton Russell, Reed Saam, Hector Santiago, Willa Sauter-Sargent, Lake Sauter-Sargent, 

Andrew Sauter-Sargent, Jennifer Sauter-Sargent, Sjana Schanning, Kevin Schanning, Laura Scotford, Kevin Seefeldt, Roy Settgas, Ella 

Shively, Suzi Smith, Kelli Sorensen, Ron Stephens, April Stone, Allissa Stutte, CAT Techtmann, Barb Tellier, Bob Traczyk, Meghan Salmon-

Tumas, Jane Weber, Kathy Wendling, Mark Wendling, Michele Wheeler, Dawn White, Laurence Wiland, and Dan Wilczek. 

Funders: NOAA B-WET, NOAA SEA Grant, USFS GLRI, USFWS National Fish Passage Partnership, and Natural Resources Foundation of 

Wisconsin. 
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Current business 

members: 

$5,400 Donation Match Success!! 

Our dedicated current and past board members collectively pledged 

$5,400 in a donation match for the month of December. We are 

thrilled to announce that our December fundraising more than met 

this $5,400 goal!  

Here’s a huge thank you to our board members and our donors for 

helping us end 2020 on a high note and move into 2021 strong and 

ready to tackle the projects ahead! 



 

Water Quality Report Cards 
 

Thanks to a grant from the Natural Resources Foundation 

of Wisconsin, we are hard at work analyzing our 18 years 

of water quality data to produce water quality report 

cards for you, our membership, volunteers, and the 

citizens of our watersheds! 

Keep an eye out for our first report cards as we publish 

them this winter on our Facebook, website, and blog.  

www.superiorrivers.org 
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